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Executive Summary
Introduction and aim of the study

Environmental inaction is driving up the costs society will have to bear beyond just its

financial price tag. In pursuit to limit further decay and instigate safeguarding mechanisms,

this study focuses on Nature-based Solutions (NbS) and their perceived ability to address the

complex and interrelated socio-ecological characteristics of ecosystem interventions.

Examples of these NbS include risk-mitigating approaches such as watershed management

and regenerative agriculture.

Troubled by the impediments of an underdeveloped industry and the inherent absence

of institutional infrastructure, the NbS concept is confronted with a lack of traction and

doubts regarding its practical feasibility. Estimates suggest approximately USD 4.1 trillion

needs to be allocated to NbS by 2050 to effectively mitigate climate change, biodiversity,

and land degradation. One of its most pressing challenges is the distance to market for

smallholders in remote landscapes caused by a lack of knowledge and resources.

Drawing from the literature, this thesis adopts a Collective Social Entrepreneurship

(CSE) perspective to research its mediating capacities in relation to the feasibility of NbS.

Where Social Entrepreneurship is broadly concerned with the maximisation of social value

through the adoption of hybrid organisational forms, implementing the ‘collective’ part of

CSE enables analysing the collaborating mechanisms and larger planning processes. Thereby

strengthening the theoretical foundations of both CSE and Nbs.

The central question pursued is: How does Collective Social Entrepreneurship influence the

scaling of NbS?

Methodology

A qualitative approach was favoured in alignment with the explorative nature of this inquiry.

With focal attention to the landscape level, a sample of 9 practitioners and experts were

interviewed based on semi-structured protocols. All these participants are positioned around

the collective implementation of NbS. The obtained rich primary data was substantiated with

secondary data predominantly derived from industry reports. The accumulated insights were

subsequently analyzed following the grounded theory research approach, which led to the

identification of the answer’s perceived core elements.

Findings
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A model is presented that conceptualizes the collaborative scaling of NbS by displaying the

interplay between actors and their adjacent functions across four hierarchical stages from

infancy to maturation (Fig.2., p. 34). The initial stage captures 1) the cultivation of bottom-up

socio-ecological regeneration, followed by the stages 2) starting CSE locally; 3) maturing

CSE at scale; and 4) advocating institutional change. Essentially, CSE can function as a

mechanism that could significantly assist in the creation of infrastructure by bridging the gap

between the bottom-up and top-down dynamics of the NbS industry.

Noteworthy, it is that the cultivation of bottom-up socio-ecological regeneration needs

to be continuously reinforced by ecosystem participants at higher levels until markets can

function autonomously. In turn, as these landscapes develop, actors’ stage-dependent

responsibilities respectively evolve as well. Finally, the ambition to catalyze a whole region is

perceived to contribute to the overall cost-effectiveness.

Nevertheless, due to industry-wide resource constraints present at every stage of

development, the successful pursuit of a CSE approach cannot be ensured and necessitates

ongoing reconfigurations, which in itself imposes new barriers.

Discussion and implications

Practitioners constantly need to (re)evaluate their relationship dynamics with the landscapes

to prevent an unequal distribution of power so that intrinsic behavioural change becomes the

driver for an upward NbS spiral. By focussing on value creation through an experimental

setting in the landscapes, the potential for radical innovation and economies of scale can

improve the equitable scalability of NbS. Additionally, the author posits there is a high risk of

isomorphism in the industry that requires caution and better collaboration. When larger

planning processes are adopted, investment can be pursued for bulk packages thereby

satisfying investors' demand for larger-sized projects, reduced risk, and an increase in quality

and efficiency. As a result, successful projects then contribute to iteratively lowering the

existing barriers by systematically altering the industry’s financial institutions.

Conclusion

Although CSE is certainly not a silver bullet, applying a collective scope to analyze the

scaling of NbS is perceived to pose substantial benefits with regard to both the maximization

of social value and the connection to the market. The posed complexity of such a structure is

however sustained. Future research should seek to generalize the findings of this thesis as the

novelty of both chosen domains demands theoretical advancement.
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1. Introduction

One 45-day competition in watershed management empowered citizens in 4700 Indian

villages to pick up a shovel and dig trenches in the race to win a cash prize for their village

(Paani Foundation, 2019). While only a relatively small number of villages were labelled as

official winners, billions of litres of water are now retained resulting in increased soil fertility,

significant improvements in food security and higher land profitability on a country-wide

level.

This ecological intervention and its spillovers illustrate the potential of Nature-based

Solutions (henceforth NbS). These NbS are most commonly defined by the International

Union for Conservation of Nature (IUCN) as “actions to protect, sustainably manage and

restore natural or modified ecosystems that address societal challenges effectively and

adaptively, simultaneously providing human well-being and biodiversity benefits”

(Cohen-Shacham et al., 2016, p. 5). Supported by renowned institutions such as the

Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, the World Economic Forum, and the United

Nations (McQuaid et al., 2021), these NbS posed as promising strategies to mitigate the

globally ongoing cascades in floods, erosion, landslides, deforestation and desertification, and

have the perceived capabilities to limit their adverse effects on issues such as water retention,

global warming, and carbon sequestration (Seddon, 2022). Nevertheless, questions emerge

regarding whether its theoretical promises are capable of delivering practical salience.

This is predominantly due to the absence of funding, dysfunctional funding allocation

and lack of operational clarity (McQuaid et al., 2021). For example, it is estimated that for

NbS to effectively help address challenges such as climate change, biodiversity, and land

degradation, approximately USD 4.1 trillion needs to be allocated by 2050 (UNEP, 2022). By

contrast, presumably less than 15% of current climate-related investments can be traced back

to the NbS industry. Besides, as a newly emerging industry, the existing NbS are small-scale,

scattered, and face significant constraints when attempting to scale up (McQuaid et al., 2021).

Hence, these impediments hamper the chances of wide-scale NbS adoption (Nesshöver et al.,

2017).

As a consequence, the slow uptake of NbS further widens the gap between the

required environmental action and what is currently executed. More specifically, this

endeavour seeks to narrow the gaps for NbS regarding both its resource deficits and

operationalization.
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In this pursuit, the focal topic of interest is Collective Social Entrepreneurship (CSE).

Broadly conceptualized, CSE adopts the notion of collaboratively organizing to better address

social issues (Montgomery et al., 2012). Drawing back on the watershed illustration above,

its derived benefits from the implementation of an NbS can additionally be attributed to the

operationalization of collective action that enabled a transformation with reduced reliability

on funding. Therefore, it is proposed in this thesis that CSE can potentially be advantageous

to the implementation of NbS.

Logically, CSE is rooted in the Social Entrepreneurship (SE) domain. The SE

phenomenon is concerned with the pursuit of maximization of social value creation through

strengthening the market conditions for a social cause following opportunity recognition and

exploitation (Mair & Marti, 2006; Nicholls, 2008; Hlady‐Rispal & Servantie, 2018). This is

in alignment with the NbS industry as its theoretically attributed outcomes, improved socio-

and ecological well being, are an equivalent of social value maximization. Additionally,

while rich in opportunity, its marketization is underdeveloped. However, while the popular

SE literature focuses on the individual social entrepreneur as the championing agent of

change, substantiated social development more often results from collective action performed

by groups of stakeholders, networks, or social movements that pursue a common goal (Spear,

2019). Hence, the CSE literature proposes that the purposive interplay of these collections of

SE actors is potentially more likely to better progress the maximization of social value

(Montgomery et al., 2012).

Although collective organizational forms such as cross-sector partnerships (e.g.,

Selsky & Parker, 2005) and cooperatives (e.g., Alinsky, 1941; Spear, 2006) have been

widely studied, focussing on CSE can pose fruitful insights due to its novelty. On the one

hand, the presumed enablers are considered to occur through the exchange of skill,

knowledge and finance, thereby forming strategic links that aid the development of

legitimacy (Spear, 2019). On the other hand, being peers in an emerging industry likely poses

trade-offs in competition and collaboration (Seanor & Meaton, 2008). Besides, orchestrating

a network of actors poses additional difficulties to a social enterprise’s operations which are

traditionally already characterized by a lack of resources (Montgomery et al., 2012).

Moreover, earlier findings suggest that social entrepreneurs presumably struggle in creating

networks that are functional (Sharir & Lerner, 2006; Phillips et al., 2015), mainly because of

incoherent goals, expectations, and cultures (Phillips et al., 2015; Selsky & Parker, 2005).

This ongoing divergence in the dynamics revolving around CSE provides an interesting

additional layer of depth worthy of research.
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In sum, it is posed that mainstreaming and upscaling NbS into an industry that is

effectively capable of addressing a myriad of socio-ecological challenges while overcoming

its financial barriers is more likely the result of coordinated collaboration as opposed to

individual success. Nevertheless, the proposed approach of applying a CSE lens yields its

own set of dualities that pose fruitful avenues with regard to its practical implementation.

Therefore, this study is designed to address the presented gaps for the operational and

financial feasability for scaling up NbS through the lens of CSE implementation. By

conducting a multiple case study design composed of nine cases within the NbS industry,

positiond at varying hierarchical levels and life-cycle stages, and analyzing their CSE

interactions, this study aims to substantiate the literature predominantly with insights on the

theoretical and practical dynamics of both domains.

1.2 Study rationale

In this study the parallel is drawn between maximising social value creation and NbS as

potential means to this end. Following the logic that our future societal welfare is intertwined

with our ecological welfare, there is a purpose for advancing knowledge in a field that in

essence is concerned with both. There is an initial uncertainty regarding whether the

sustained lack of adaptation marks the NbS domain as only theoretically substantial or if its

problem-solving capacities can succeed in establishing a physical foundation. In bridging this

gap, this inquiry initially focuses on analyzing the improvement of its market circumstances

by adopting a CSE perspective. Anticipating that the pursuit of a collaborative approach can

be influential in overcoming the impediments imposed by the absence of proper institutional

mechanisms, there is a demand for researching these processes.

Specifically CSE is perceived as suitable as the focus on the interorganizational layer

of similarly-oriented entities has substantial overlap with the characteristics of the emerging

NbS industry. The industry is predominantly made up of small-scale suppliers that face

barriers to survival in their pursuit of social value creation. Therefore, by shifting to the

collective level, additional valuable insights on scaling can be uncovered. As a second reason

for inquiry, this endeavour evaluates whether its feasibility of CSE outweighs its complexity

by analyzing the scaling of NbS. Therefore the aim of this thesis is to answer the following

question: How does collective social entrepreneurship influence the scaling of

nature-based solutions?
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1.3 Scientific relevance

To the best of the author's knowledge this is the first scientific effort undertaken to combine

the two strands of CSE and NbS literature. Previous research on CSE has predominantly

worked on its acknowledgement and conceptualization (Montgomery et al., 2012; Pless,

2012; Saebi et al., 2019). Its inclusion comprises a response to the call to analyze the SE

phenomenon beyond the individual level to gain insights into the action formation

mechanisms at the collective level (Montgomery et al., 2012; Saebi et al., 2019; Dufays &

Huybrechts, 2014). Additionally, this inquiry includes the request to research the dynamic

portfolio structures of CSE (Montgomery et al., 2012), by coupling the theory with an

empirical setting that consists of practitioners. Concluding the CSE aspect, the outcomes

could potentially strengthen the concept by mitigating the critique raised. Following the

intent of this study it is argued that collections of practice-bounded SE yield increased

capacities as a network as opposed to the critique on their dispersed configurations (Sharir &

Lerner, 2006; Phillips et al., 2015; Selsky & Parker, 2005). Besides, instead of further

fragmenting the SE literature (Saebi et al., 2019), this thesis is perceived as an effort to

position NbS as a specific subset of SE.

From the perspective of the NbS domain, prior literature was predominantly

concerned with macro, policy, or financial aspects. Hence, focussing on the internal

orchestration of industry-level cooperation poses an explorative incentive. This is further

leveraged by taking into account the demand for researching larger planning processes for

NbS (Albert et al., 2021) opening up the potential to improve its operational clarity

(Nesshöver et al., 2017).

1.4 Composition of the thesis

In the theoretical framework a Collective Social Entrepreneurship perspective is adopted that

sets the frame for the research. Elaborated is on its structural antecedents and the included

perception of scaling. It also positions Nature-based Solutions (NbS) within the SE domain,

explaining its origin, and impediments, while justifying the comparison with SE. Finally,

through constructively combining the knowledge of both fields, CSE is leveraged as a lens to

pursue the scaling of NbS.

In the methodology section, the design choices of the study are explained. Chosen is

for a qualitative approach based on the principles of grounded theory (Eisenhardt, 1987;
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Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Gioia et al., 2013). Furthermore, insights are given on the selected

sample from which data is gathered through semi-structured interviews. Supplemented with

archival data, the findings section projects the composed model. The purpose of the model

and its underpinnings is to formulate novel theories regarding the research question and its

underlying academic fields. Finally, the most important findings are discussed, after which

both practical and theoretical contributions will precede the study's limitations and

suggestions for future research.

2. Theoretical Framework
2.1 Social entrepreneurship

In order to comprehend the phenomenon of Collective Social Entrepreneurship (CSE), this

section provides an explanation of its antecedent Social Entrepreneurship (SE). Expository of

the sum of its parts, SE can be captured by the process of recognizing societal needs and

opportunities, followed by the creation and marketable delivery of social value through a

myriad of organisational forms (Mair & Marti, 2006; Nicholls, 2008; Hlady-Rispal &

Servantie, 2018). These forms are labelled hybrid organizations as they generally pursue the

dual objective of social value creation and financial viability and can adopt both distinct and

fluid forms across non-profit, private for-profit and public sectors (Doherty et al., 2014).

Considering this broad variety of possible configurations to create and deliver products or

services, SE clearly becomes an ambiguous concept (Pless, 2012). Simultaneously, with such

abundant potential its materialization is worth pursuing.

From a business perspective, SE is set apart from traditional entrepreneurship as the

underserved market segment it addresses is directed at a substantially different section of the

economy (Pache & Santos, 2013; Pless, 2012). The section in which most social service

providers are located are institutional voids (Mair & Marti, 2009). Institutional voids

encompass underserved and persistent issues present at the intersection of markets and

society that generally lack the appropriate resource allocation by state- and for-profit actors to

relieve the issues. Examples of industries that commonly posit institutional voids include

education, welfare, the environment, and health care (Weber et al., 2012). Contrary to

institutional voids which depict the absence of mechanisms, institutions encompass the

presence of such structures in our society. Institutions refer to both formal and informal rules

and beliefs, accumulated over years of development and deemed necessary to establish
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development while implicitly or explicitly influencing desired behaviour (North,1991; Scott,

2005). The absence of such a regulatory context often indicates underdevelopment which

constitutes the need for SE (Mair & Marti, 2009; Stephan et al., 2015). Described briefly, SE

differs from traditional entrepreneurship as its focal domains are sectors which are partially

omitted by our current institutions.

Characterized by inertia to change, these manifested institutional voids hinder market

functioning, hamper market development and impede market participation (Mair & Marti,

2009). They pose the example of how the maturing of microfinancing, initially a measure to

alleviate poverty by including marginalized actors in the market, is actually imposing

incremental restrictions on women through unfavourable interest rates. As a result, this places

them even more in positions of dept and exclusion thereby proliferating the existence of the

void. Moreover, the actors in positions of power, in this case, the lenders, accumulate more

wealth and impede actual development. In this instance of an institutional void those who

cannot participate are neglected with all kinds of negative externalities trickling down on

society as a whole. Combatting this deterioration requires support from social intermediaries.

From the social perspective, SE differs from other initiatives such as foundations or

NGO support because of its respective market and innovation orientation in the delivery of

products or services (Zahra et al., 2009; Miller et al.,2012). Understandably, the

inaccessibility of tangible and intangible resources in institutional voids is additionally

commonplace within social entities (Mair & Marti, 2009). As illustrated in the example

above, this poses a danger that ineffective approaches fail to relieve the situation. By

applying band-aid solutions the focus is directed at addressing symptoms instead of root

causes (Westley et al., 2010). With the aim of being more effective than its social

counterparts, this thesis adopts the conceptualisation of SE as “innovative and effective

activities that focus strategically on resolving social market failures and creating

opportunities to add social value systematically by using a range of organizational formats to

maximize social impact and bring about change” (Nicholls, 2008, p. 23). With increased

caution regarding the root structure in their designed interventions, SEs appear the most

suitable intermediaries to improve the livelihoods of disadvantaged minorities.

According to Alvord et al. (2004), SE consists of integrating one or multiple of the

following three methods: building local capacity, disseminating a package of innovations, and

building a movement. Building local capacity is focussed on transferring capacities such as

knowledge to the targeted audience thereby increasing their capabilities vis-a-vis the barriers

they face. The second approach, disseminating a package of innovations, aims to satisfy a
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need by enhancing beneficiaries' accessibility to goods or services. An example here is a

collaboration between international and local Zambian telecom providers on increasing rural

connectivity (Matthee et al., 2007). Finally, when building a movement, the efforts are

directed at empowering disadvantaged minorities to address the limitations imposed on them

(Alvord et al., 2004). This approach aims to alter the status quo by increasing the political

voice of previously neglected groups.

In sum, social entrepreneurship emerges from the motivation to pursue positive

change through hybrid configurations of market-oriented organizations and mobilizing

approaches to improve the autonomous livelihoods of those faced with unequal opportunities

due to a lack of support mechanisms.

2.2 Collective Social entrepreneurship

Although single SEs can be aligned with the prescribed organisational forms of Alvord et al.

(2004), The typologies such as ‘disseminating a package’ and ‘starting a movement’ are

inherently tied to a collective operationalization. Additionally, if beneficiaries are unable to

bridge their gap to the market themselves, enabling this likely requires an interplay of

political, social, economic, and cultural factors (Marhdon et al., 2010). Essentially, creating

the innovative synergies necessary to maximize impact requires purposefully pursuing

alterations in power, routines, and beliefs (Mumford, 2002). Following this reasoning it is

implausible that an individual SE can successfully fulfil this responsibility. Instead, it is more

probable that such changes are induced by collections of actors that pursue a common goal

(Spear, 2019). Therefore, shifting the focus from the individual level to the collective level

aligns better with the maximization of social value.

Beyond acknowledging that SE is embedded in systems comprised of various actors,

increasingly the argument is made that purposely organizing as a collective is likely to

contribute to the maximization of social impact (Montgomery et al., 2012). As a result, they

pose Collective Social Entrepreneurship (CSE) as a strategy for gathering both

complementary and diversified hybrid organizations and collaboratively utilizing business

principles to approach social problems. One limitation of this conceptualization, however, is

that the emphasis on business principles excludes a wider range of methods such as

addressing practices, rules and regulations to enable the desired change (Spear, 2019).

Additionally, the author mentions that any form of collective action requires the involvement

of citizens. Nevertheless, a collective typology for SE does pose its strengths.
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Where both interpretations do intersect is that purposely sharing skills knowledge and

finances could benefit the value delivery and the creation of legitimacy (Montgomery et al.,

2012; Spear, 2019). Additionally, this collective approach is perceived to contribute to the

gathering of resources from a variety of actors that can be exploited to bring together

supporters, represent multiple perspectives, gain trust, and reduce costs (de Bruin et al.,

2017). CSE can be homogenous or heterogeneous and it involves either pooling or trading

alliances (Montgomery et al., 2012). Pooling alliances allow organizations to share similar

resources, enjoy increased purchasing power, enhance leverage over other actors in the

supply chain, or jointly build new skills, as in the case of shared R&D ventures in technology

and energy industries. Conversely, trading alliances allow for the sharing and exchange of

complementary resources, whereby each party offers something unique or different to the

other. Empirical evidence regarding a sample of 147 SE projects on intentional collective

organization additionally suggests that as time matures, the collective becomes a crystallized

asset that is leveraged for both organizational and societal gain (Dufays & Huybrechts, 2012).

These combined capabilities make CSE potentially a suitable approach to address the

underdevelopment of the NbS industry.

2.3 Nature-based Solutions as social entrepreneurship

As the term indicates, NbS is a concept that emphasises nature as a means to address a

multitude of challenges we face in our current day and age. As mentioned in the introduction,

the definition most commonly referred to captures NbS as “actions to protect, sustainably

manage, and restore natural or modified ecosystems, that address societal challenges

effectively and adaptively, simultaneously providing human well-being and biodiversity

benefits” (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2016, p. 5). What prevails here is that the intersection of

well-being and biodiversity is narrowly associated with ecosystems and their health. For

example, NbS can be implemented to improve food security, watershed management, natural

disaster mitigation, reverse biodiversity loss, and combat air pollution, heat waves, flooding,

and droughts (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2016, Fastenrath et al., 2020). Designed interventions,

such as community-based regenerative agriculture and education (Herenboeren, 2023),

possess the capabilities to pivot the ongoing ecological deterioration while enriching

biodiversity and improving well-being. Things that prevail in this example already are 1) the

correspondence with the institutional voids of health, environment and education (Weber et

al., 2012); 2) seeking solutions deeper than band-aid solutions (Westley et al., 2010); 3) the
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possibility to induce local capacity, disseminate a package as well as building a movement

(Alvord et al., 2004), and 4) how its properties contribute to the maximization of social value

Based on these characteristics NbS can be considered a category within the SE domain.

The relatively novel concept of NbS finds its origin in the ecosystem approach which

underpins the necessity for ecological health and biodiversity as a prerequisite for human

well-being (Convention on Biological Diversity, 2004; Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019). What

sets these two apart, however, is the more central role human interventions play in managing

these ecosystem services (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2016). Ecosystem services refer to all the

value that is provided by natural systems and include for example, fresh water, crops, meat,

flood mitigations, carbon sequestration as well as space for recreation (Biggs et al., 2012).

Following the NbS logic, healthy ecosystems then become the result of humanly induced

sustainable development which makes NbS the favoured alternative in policy and practice

compared to nature conservation for its own sake (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019).

However, when incorporating a human factor, ultimately the dynamics of the

interventions change as well. Ecosystems are dynamic and human interventions in one place

alter the behaviour of variables elsewhere in the system (Ferraro et al., 2015; Cash et al.,

2006). Hence, by favouring one ecosystem service over another, contextual trade-offs are

likely to come into play (Nesshöver et al., 2017). With various stakeholders having equally

diverse needs upon which their livelihoods might depend it becomes imaginable that

individual agendas hamper the process of equitable decision-making (Cohen-Shacham et al.,

2019). As a result, shortsightedness in decision-making processes can potentially induce

adverse effects on ecosystems (Melanidis et al., 2022). This functioning relates to the type of

band-aid solutions failing to properly address the root causes (Westley et al., 2010).

Moreover, what prevails here is the need for a collective approach coherent with CSE.

Namely, bringing together supporters and multiple perspectives, and gaining their trust (de

Bruin et al., 2017). However, critics argue that the involvement of mankind imposes the risk

of opportunistic economic behaviour (Melanidis et al., 2022). Therefore, caution is required

when implementing NbS to limit the extractive potential and enable the maximization of

social value.

To properly implement NbS as an instrument for sustainably improving biodiversity

and well-being, Cohen-Shacham et al. (2019) state the importance of four propositions to

guide a weighted operationalization. Initially, the implementation of an NbS can be done

alone or in an integrated matter with other solutions to foster social value delivery.

Supplementing NbS with, for example, technological innovations such as satellite imagery or
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geothermal measurements enables more integrated approaches that can result in higher

effectiveness (McQuaid et al., 2021). Secondly, NbS should be applied in consideration of the

landscape level (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019). When NbS approaches take into account the

landscape level it encompasses the co-dependent functioning of multiple ecosystems,

consisting for example of forests, grasslands, wetlands, habitats, agricultural land and

semi-natural areas combined (Albert et al., 2021). Considering the landscape scale minimizes

the risk of implementing NbS in an ineffective or even harmful way. Third, the success of

NbS is dependent on the inclusion of natural and cultural contexts (Cohen-Shacham et

al.,2019). Disregarding the equitable inclusion of the local community and their site-specific

knowledge oftentimes leads to an overall lack of credibility and legitimacy amongst various

stakeholders and can ultimately lead to failure (Cash et al., 2006; Chatterjee et al., 2022;

McQuaid et al., 2021). Fourth, NbS needs to be an integral part of the overall design of

policies, and measures or actions, to address a specific challenge (Cohen-Shacham et al.,

2019). For the NbS industry to be adopted as a functional strategy, the alignment between

policy and practice is necessary for any working situation to be replicated elsewhere

(Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019). Only this way the overarching challenge can effectively be

mitigated. This last proposition introduces the topic of scaling through replication in relation

to NbS while simultaneously leveraging the ‘building a movement’ typology by inducing

friction to the political status quo.

2.4 Scaling NbS

By selecting the landscape level as a strategically positioned unit of analysis both the

ecological integrity is honoured while the various present stakeholder groups can be framed

and their subsequent needs identified and negotiated (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019). However,

when attempting to tailor a range of NbS innovations to the landscape level a two-fold occurs

in scaling NbS.

Similar to the SE literature, the most common endeavours focus on how individual

NbS obtain the means and resources to scale to the landscape level. However, this is

problematic due to a number of barriers (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019). Initially, in extension

to the SE literature, most social initiatives face financial constraints to a certain extent (Mair

& Marti, 2009). Additionally, with the industry in its infancy stages, the large majority

consists of micro-enterprises and lack considerable skills (McQuaid et al., 2021).

Accordingly, the industry faces underdevelopment of appropriate policy, a lack of access to
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both public and private funding, as well as the absence of empirical proof and measurements

(McQuaid et al., 2021; Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019; Raymond et al., 2017). As this

uncertainty significantly increases the risk profiles of NbS, private finance makes up only

14% of the industry keeping them an unattractive alternative as opposed to grey infrastructure

(McQuaid et al., 2021). A notion here should be made on the partly uncapturable value of

natural and social attributes and that higher investment upfront potentially enable increasing

returns by generating more resilient alternatives (Elmquist, 2015). However, whether the

common absence of private funding is legitimate or not, the prospects for mainstreaming

individual NbS to the landscape level are perceived as relatively poor. This distance to the

market makes it a favourable endeavour for applying SE principles. Besides, the narrow

focus on scaling separate innovations is difficult to align with the principles of well-designed

NbS approaches and their respective holistic integration. If scaling SE in a void pursues the

maximization of social value delivered through the dynamic interplay between ranges of

actors to target the root causes, then scaling NbS fits that description. In that case, the same

conclusion can be drawn that scaling NbS essentially moves beyond individual organizations

and needs to become a collective effort.

2.5 Collective social entrepreneurship in NbS

To further elaborate, this pursuit is directed at connecting and scaling a range of NbS that to a

reasonable degree span and coordinate the needs of a landscape-based approach.

Theoretically and empirically there is not much known about connecting existing NbS

(Fastenrath et al., 2020). Nevertheless, there is an emerging call for larger planning processes

that synergize and extend clusters of NbS to increase socio-ecological resilience (Albert et

al., 2021). Applying the CSE logic to this request, actively pursuing collaborations will likely

contribute to the sharing of skills knowledge and finances and the creation of legitimacy

(Montgomery et al., 2012; Spear, 2019). It is therefore that CSE is posed as a lens to analyze

the scaling of NbS.

Notwithstanding, all previous barriers at the individual level are persistent at the

landscape level (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019). However, these might be partially

circumventable through multiple enablers. Firstly, with an overreliance on grants and

subsidies, the predominant source of NbS funding, a collective application can be beneficial

for large-scale endeavours (McQuaid et al., 2021). Subsequently, formally or informally

organizing in networks poses opportunities to share knowledge and resources, build
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infrastructure and legitimize an industry (Kimmel and Hull, 2012). Moreover, such a cluster

will almost inevitably span a range of actors from the field to the policymakers needed to

implement system-wide action (George et al., 2016). Combining these insights, resources and

data of multiple NbS, could then aid in strengthening for example impact measurement and

collecting evidence (McQuaid et al., 2021), which in turn might iteratively lower the barriers

further. Following this logic, CSE is expected to reasonably improve the prospects for NbS.

However, becoming a CSE initiative requires intentionally allocating effort and

resources to maintain the relationship structure (Montgomery et al., 2012). With the majority

of individual NbS being scattered minority endeavours, the question is posed regarding

whether the feasibility of CSE outweighs the complexity. Besides, the emerging industry

likely poses trade-offs in competition and collaboration (Seanor & Meaton, 2008) as one's

resources are already limited (Montgomery et al., 2012). This lack of conclusiveness

highlights the necessity for this study allowing for the analysis of the discrepancy within CSE

through its application to the scaling of NbS.

In doing so, this thesis aims to answer a call from academia to broaden the levels of

analysis beyond individual SE by additionally including collective forms of social

entrepreneurship (Pless, 2012). Much of the existing work in social entrepreneurship only

operates on a micro-level, and more research is needed to understand action-formation

mechanisms on the meso-level (Saebi, 2019; Dufays & Huybrechts, 2012).

In sum, the exploration of CSE and its intersection with NbS reveals the potential for

collective action to maximize social impact. SE, with its focus on addressing institutional

voids and creating social value, offers a distinct approach to traditional entrepreneurship.

NbS, on the other hand, leverages the power of nature to tackle societal challenges while

promoting well-being and biodiversity. The concept of collective social entrepreneurship

CSE emerges as a strategy to connect and scale NbS initiatives, pooling and trading resources

among hybrid organizations to address complex social and environmental issues. By

intentionally organizing as a collective, it is anticipated actors can leverage their

complementary strengths, share knowledge, and mobilize resources for greater effectiveness.

Although challenges do persist, such as limited funding and coordination, for NbS and

conceptual ambiguity on the operationalization processes for CSE. Therefore, the remainder

of this research is aimed at constructing an answer to the research question to further develop

the scientific foundations of both fields.
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3. Methodology
3.1 Research Context

The foundation of this thesis was established through a collaboration with the BWL initiative.

A mutual agreement was formed after an open call through the university channel. The

request was aimed at thesis students interested in researching the scaling strategies and

business models of promising NbS. This led to the selection of five additional students to

perform a thesis study within a similar domain. Noteworthy, each student is following an

individual inquiry. The only set perimeters were researching ‘business models and scaling

strategies of NbS’ and no restrictions have been placed on additional subject matters or

chosen procedures. An overview of their respective endeavours can be found in the

appendices section (Appendix A).

The Bioregional Weaving Labs is a collective initiated by Ashoka, Commonland and

the Presencing Institute to restore 1 million Ha of land- and seascapes across ten European

bioregions through bottom-up regeneration (Müller et al., 2022). The initial partner, Ashoka,

has a credible reputation as the world's largest network of social enterprises. Secondly,

Commonland is a substantial global actor in the landscape restoration industry applying a

4-returns framework to projects that facilitate the return of ecological, social, economic and

inspirational capital to degraded sites and communities. Thirdly, the Presencing Institute is

aimed at inducing systemic change behaviour in individuals, organizations, governments and

multi-sector structures by providing training on leveraging social innovations. With this

summation of skills already implicitly touching upon the subjects of this thesis, their

combined efforts in the BWL consortium are significantly associated with CSE and NbS.

In pursuing its goal, BWL is cultivating a network of cross-sectorial actors that will

be collectively transforming ten ecologically degraded bioregions into independently

functioning landscapes with self-sufficient economic output for the local communities. Being

in the second year of this pursuit, initial task forces are deployed for the majority of the

selected bioregions (Müller et al., 2022). The Ashoka team has curated a portfolio containing

approximately 35 social entrepreneurs with NbS-related business models (appendix B), who

are perceived to have the combined capabilities to orchestrate the BWL ambitions. Under the

supervision of Ashoka Co-director Karin Müller and BWL Co-founder Noa Lodeizen, access

to this selection of entrepreneurs is granted and guided.
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3.2 Research design

This thesis is interested in investigating CSE within and between NbS and its perceived

effects on scaling. Given the absence of substantive measures or numerical data for NbS itself

and the related human and lingual dynamics to collective social entrepreneurship, a

qualitative research strategy is most appropriate for answering this research question, as this

type of study is more applicable to social phenomena than quantitative designs (Bell et al.,

2018). Because the required types of data do not align with strictly testing and falsifying

particular theories of hypotheses, a deductive approach is unsuitable for this research.

Instead, applying inductive reasoning enables the discovery of novel patterns which helps in

strengthening the theoretical foundation of a subject (Bansal et al., 2018). Following these

foundations, chosen is for a qualitative design based on inductive reasoning.

Due to the uncrystallized nature of the topics NbS and CSE, an exploratory motive is

adopted to allow for openness with regard to the findings. This will be pursued by following

a multiple-case study approach. Utilizing a multiple case study design serves the objectives of

answering the how and why questions while no form of behavioural control is placed on the

subjects (Yin, 2009). More specifically, building theory from multiple case studies, the

empirical findings are a nearly direct representation of the dynamics in the phenomena of

interest (Eisenhardt, 1989). This poses a strength on the inferences made. Therefore, in

understanding how and why NbS entrepreneurs are attracted to, or repelled by purposely

adopting a collective structure, multiple case studies and their rich data appear to be the

appropriate fit. Nevertheless, case studies pose weaknesses as well. The richness of data and

specificity of the context increase the complexity of theory building and obstruct its

respective transferability (Eisenhardt, 1989). To deal with the complexity of data, a Grounded

Theory approach is perceived as capable of sensemaking (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). The

Grounded Theory method posits that instead of verifying hypotheses based on pre-existing

theories, theories can be formed based on empirical data. As the construction of novel theory

is the focal purpose, further generalizability should not be prioritized (Charmaz, 2006).

3.3 Case selection

The scope of CSE encompasses the transition from individual to collective levels

(Montgomery et al., 2012; Saebi et al., 2019). when applied to the domain of NbS, this
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implies that there are two relevant units of analysis: individual NbS projects occurring at the

landscape level and overarching collaborative networks. In order to gain a comprehensive

understanding of the dynamics at these two levels, the following three case types are included

in this research: Location-based NbS-oriented social enterprise, inter-landscape NbS network,

and local communities engaged in NbS. The additional relevance of the last type results from

the vital role local communities occupy in NbS implementation (Cohen-Sachem et al., 2019).

Taking empirical measurements at these three levels will guide the formulation of the answer

to the research question.

With the majority of NbS development and its respective degree of maturation

occurring in Europe, this setting is chosen as the primary context for the case sampling. As

the field is in its relative infancy, additionally including more developed initiatives in the

sample provides the possibility to strengthen the analysis and subsequent theory. Researching

distinct life-cycle stages is perceived as useful when conducting cross-case comparisons in

order to examine their similarities and differences (Eisenhardt, 1989). Although the primary

setting dictates a European focus, a significant proportion of the cases participates in global

activities. Therefore, chosen is to include rich empirical data on these activities when this is

useful for making comparisons.

The case selection process employed two distinct approaches. Firstly, the

collaborating partner in this research, BWL, provided access to their network of NbS.

Following the first approach, a combination of convenience sampling and purposive sampling

was applied (Bell et al., 2018). The sampling can be perceived as convenient as there was a

pre-established relationship. Subsequently, the applied purposive sampling approach followed

the theoretical sampling reasoning. As a non-probability form of sampling, this grants the

researcher the ability to select a sample (Bell et al., 2018). As a consequence, this entails that

the researcher is restricted in making generalizations about the wider population. However,

theoretical sampling is well-aligned with the principles of theory development as it allows the

researcher to reach interviewees with empirical properties that are to a significant extent

comparable to the theoretical underpinnings of the research (Eisenhardt,1989). To correctly

apply theoretical sampling, certain characteristics need to be at the foundation of the selection

(Bell et al., 2018). Similar characteristics the cases needed to possess were: 1) being

involved in NbS-related operations; 2) participating in a collective structure; and 3) being in

the process of scaling up. These qualifications were ensured upon and shaped based on the

prior available documents as well as through informant validation. Through the initial BWL

channel, this resulted in the participation of three cases.
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In line with theoretical sampling as an ongoing process (Glaser & Strauss, 1967), the

second selection was based on their homogeneity with regard to the acquired BWL

participants. However, in this pursuit, additional attention was directed to select cases in

distinct life-cycle stages to serve as data for comparisons (Strauss & Corbin, 1998). The

researcher performed desk research on the Internet, predominantly through an option on

LinkedIn that provides comparable companies. Based on the portfolio from the BWL

initiative, the suggested recommendations were checked for eligibility by visiting their

company pages. LinkedIn additionally served as the platform through which outreach was

performed. This resulted in four additional participants who both sufficed the criteria and

accepted the invitation. Finally, a form of snowball sampling (Bell et al., 2018), was applied

to access two community members. Two cases from the second subset set up the connection

with their respective communities. In total, nine cases were selected of which their additional

properties can be found in the table below (Table 1.).

Table 1. Overview interviewee information.

3.4 Data collection

Due to the richness of empirical data beyond the variables of interest, conducting a proper

multiple-case study is dependent on data from multiple sources to strengthen the analysis

(Yin, 2009). To construct a comprehensive answer to the research question, a mix of primary

and secondary data was gathered, this is beneficial for data triangulation, which increases the

validity and credibility of the research (Bell et al., 2018).

As the main and primary source of information, semi-structured interviews were

conducted with the nine informants over the course of a four-month period to obtain data on
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collective forms of NbS. the semi-structured intent of the interview was helpful in

maintaining a grip on the underlying theoretical foundations while enabling interviewees to

display their thoughts within the given parameters (Bell et al., 2018). An interview protocol

(Appendix C) was established to guide the data collection process and was structured as

follows: informants received a brief explanation of the background of the study with

cautionary measures in place to limit social desirability and conformity bias. Then, consent

was confirmed and the recording initiated. Following introductory questions on their role and

organization, respondents were asked to describe their perceived importance of collaboration

with regard to scaling. Additionally, their attitudes towards certain attributes such as the costs

or innovativeness of collaboration were evoked. Finally, outcomes, barriers and enablers of

collectives for NbS were pursued.

As the majority of participating informants occupied key positions such as

entrepreneurial, executive, and practitioner roles, their evaluation is perceived as substantially

significant. Such positions and inherent attributes make them particularly suitable to provide

a detailed description of the status quo. During data collection, the Grounded Theory

approach provides the capability to alter the interviewee template depending on both the

relevance of the candidate and the analysis (Glaser & Strauss, 1967) and was, because of

these specific positions, done accordingly.

All interviews and their respective durations are presented in Table 1. The duration of

interviews lasted between 35 and 65 minutes with 46 minutes being the average length. The

interviews were conducted and recorded through Zoom, Microsoft Teams, and by phone call.

Subsequently, the recordings were transcribed verbatim within 24 hours making use of the

tools Otter.ai and Mygoodtape.com. During the interview process, data saturation was closely

monitored to ensure that the presence or absence of data was restricted and controlled.

Nevertheless, due to the limited time and resources on the researcher’s behalf, claims

regarding saturation need to be interpreted with caution.

Supplementary to the interviews, secondary data was gathered from multiple sources.

The types of documents utilized encompass publicly available documents such as company

reports, non-governmental industry reports, news articles, and policy briefs.

Prior to the interviews, information on the participating informants, the state of collectives,

and the European NbS industry had been accumulated to start gaining an orientation with

regard to the status quo of the subjects. The Grounded Theory approach prescribes an

iterative process of going back and forth between cycles of data collection to develop an

incremental understanding necessary for theory building (Glaser & Strauss, 1967; Bell et al.,
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2018). Therefore, the collection of archival data was expanded by using the most recent and

relevant reports from multiple credible institutions of which an overview is provided in Table

2 below.

Table 2. List of industry reports included in the analysis.

3.5 Methodological Limitations

Based on the chosen research design certain limitations need to be taken into account.

One initial concern in this multiple-case study, which follows a Grounded Theory approach,

relates to the sampling strategy. Grounded Theory aims to develop theory from collected data

by analyzing the experiences of participants (Charmaz, 2006). This non-probability sampling

structure limits the generalizability of the findings to a wider population (Bell et al., 2018).

However, as the aim of Grounded Theory is to generate theoretical constructs from the data

collected, rather than generalizing to a larger population, this limitation is inconsequential.

Secondly, the integrity of snowball sampling is contested. As a convenience sampling

strategy, it poses a risk when any lead traced provides candidates for interviews (Bell et al.,

2018). However, the snowball process took effect after the initial theoretical sample already

provided a quality threshold. This contextual similarity between the selected cases does
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provide for moderate generalizations beyond the immediate research setting (Bell et al.,

2018).

Furthermore, when dealing with qualitative data gathered from interviews, exposure

to biases occur and needs to be mitigated. Three prevalent biases are considered and

addressed. Firstly, social desirability bias is possible when informants may provide responses

they believe align with preferable answers (Bell et al., 2018). To mitigate this, measures were

taken to maintain participant confidentiality. Besides, limited context was provided during

interviews to confine any expectations.

Second, there is a risk of confirmation bias. In this scenario, the researcher falsely

validates a set of prior beliefs by selecting responses that are coherent with their worldview.

However, because the data collection and analysis are tightly interwoven, the findings

emerged directly from the data limiting the possibility to confirm preconceived ideas.

Thirdly, due to a relatively small sample size, availability bias can lead to difficulties

in generalizing findings beyond the study's context (Schwarz et al., 1991). Therefore, efforts

were maximized to substantiate the explanation of phenomena with multiple examples.

Lastly, to strengthen internal validity, reliability, and credibility, semi-structured

interviews with neutrally formulated questions were conducted, ensuring consistency in the

information gathered while also enabling open-ended responses that captured relevant

constructs. Additionally, triangulation was employed by cross-referencing primary data from

interviews with secondary data from the literature and document analysis.

3.6 Ethical considerations

This brief section elaborates on three ethical considerations that require acknowledgement.

Firstly, this research was commissioned by the BWL initiative. While being affiliated with

the consortium, it is important to notify that research was conducted independently and no

outcome-related requirements were placed on the researcher prior to, or during the execution.

Secondly, as institutional voids can be considered delicate environments due to their inherent

association with inequality, caution was taken by the researcher to prevent the outcome from

having deteriorating effects for those located within these voids. Finally, based on the

research design, it is not feasible to guarantee the anonymity of the informants. Anonymity

requires the researcher to be unaware of the respondents' identities as well. This was not the

case. Instead, confidentiality will be upheld by modifying names, and organizational details,

while preventing the tracing of information to the participants (Wiles et al., 2008). Prior to
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participating in the interview, interviewees received an informed consent form explaining the

research objectives, their rights, and the option to request a transcript of the interview

accompanied by the potential quotation presented in the thesis.

3.7 Analysis

The distinctive principles of a grounded theory approach pertain specifically to the analysis

and inherent theory formulation (Eisenhardt, 1989). From this stage onward, iteratively

focussing on similarities, differences and patterns between and within the cases and the

archival data will lead to the gradual inductive process that grounds the novel theory in the

supporting evidence. As the analysis is dependent on the researcher's capabilities regarding

the sense-making of relatively novel social phenomena it is important to highlight an

interpretive stance is taking for the remainder of this thesis (Bell et al., 2018). Adopting an

interpretive approach not only serves to translate and connect the empirically gathered

worldviews into the topics associated with the research question, additionally, it guides the

formation of concepts that follow out of these accumulations of data.

The first step of the analysis entailed uploading all transcribed materials onto Atlas.ti

22, a quantitative data analysis tool. Subsequently, without any further action, the excerpts

were read a number of times thoroughly in order to get familiarized with the data, creating an

understanding foundation from which theory can emerge. To organize the raw data into

constructs, the method provided by Gioia et al., (2013) is advised to apply a systematic and

rigorous approach to coding the qualitative data. Initial coding, similar to open coding

(Strauss & Corbin, 1998), followed a line-by-line procedure conducted to descriptively label

phrases, sentences or paragraphs in the transcripts that encompassed main ideas, topics or

potentially relevant themes. This process initially yielded 143 original labels. The aim of this

step is to stay as close to the data as possible (Charmaz, 2006). However, when the textual

content deviated substantially from the focal research topics, line-by-line coding was

temporarily omitted.

Secondly, following a process of axial coding (Strauss & Corbin, 1998), the

familiarity with the data enabled a deeper understanding of the dynamics that allowed the

researcher to group and organize the initial codes into more abstracted collections that

represented higher-level concepts, phenomena, similarities or differences which are named

2nd order themes (Gioia et al., 2013). As the process matured all transcripts were evaluated,

significantly duplicate codes were merged, and the iterative refinement led to the construction
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of 64 1st order codes and 15 2nd order themes (Fig. 1). The final layer of abstraction, called

aggregate dimensions, captures the emergence of the most distinct patterns retrieved from the

data through the merging of 2nd order themes (Gioia et al., 2013). Together these three

segments jointly comprise the data structure that displays the rigor in the researchers handling

of the data.

To elaborate on the revisions in the data, 1st order codes were restructured and

merged if the properties they captured illustrated significant overlap. This was for example

the case with the labels ‘advocating against misalignment in private funding returns’,

‘Influencing market mechanisms towards commons’ and ‘bridging market-orientation

towards ecological restoration’ which got merged under the latter label. As an additional step,

the combined frequencies of codes that resulted in the 2nd order themes were merged in

Table 3, to gain an improved sense of relevance per theme.

Codes were organized into categories based on their relevance to attributes at the

same hierarchical level, aligning with both the scaling features of NbS and the organizational

structure within collectives. This resulted for example in themes such ‘values for

collaborative foundation’ and ‘Supply-side role requirements’. Without a former

conceptualization of these hierarchies, these two themes captured moments where there was

an interaction between a CSE and a landscape. Therefore, the final level of abstraction was

initiated by assessing which themes roughly occurred where on the scaling pathway of NbS.

Finally, this resulted predominantly in a separation of CSE stages accompanied by its

respective scaling constraints that led to the formation of the model and the theory presented

in the following section.
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Table 3. Insights in theme concentration.
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Fig 1. Coding structure.
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4. Findings

Deviating slightly from a common Grounded Theory approach, which typically presents

findings by describing the uncovered data within individual aggregate dimensions, this study

adopts a distinct yet organized approach. While maintaining the descriptive structure for each

aggregate dimension and its associated themes, an overarching framework has been designed.

This framework places each dimension and its coherent themes within a hierarchical context

(Fig. 2.). The author's interpretation of the data represents the CSE interactions between NbS

actors located at four chronologically varying stages of scaling up.

These four growth stages correspond with the top four aggregate dimensions as depicted in

Fig. 1. The development of NbS originates in stage one and follows a trajectory towards

becoming an established industry in stage four (Fig. 2).

Besides the four hierarchical stages, the model is comprised of three boundary

crossing cycles (Fig. 2). Each cycle is interrupted by a dotted line that represents the present

scaling constraints NbS faces when attempted to scale to the subsequent stage. However,

these cycles display how CSE between actors positioned across stages can enable the NbS to

overcome its barriers. Essentially, all cycles are concerned with reinforcing the cultivation of

bottom-up socio-ecological regeneration as such an iterative process is suggested to approach

the maximization of social value. With this goal in mind, the framework can serve as a tool

for determining the position of ecosystem participants and assist in improving the

landscape-based collaborative dynamics. In the following section, these stages, cycles, and

their interactions are explained, substantiated and supplemented with additional archival data.
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Fig. 2. Representation of CSE dynamics within the landscape-based NbS industry.
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Stage 1: Cultivating Bottom-up Socio-ecological Regeneration

To initiate the implementation of NbS in an integrated manner, the activation of bottom-up

socio-ecological regeneration results from shifting community sentiment through the

influence of inspirational capital. Getting the local communities onboard to adopt NbS can be

challenging as each landscape poses its contextual differences (I1; I3; I4; I9). In

acknowledging these contexts one respondent mentioned ‘It is a cultural process as well, you

know’ (I3), indicating that preconceived ideas on how to pivot ecological deterioration do not

follow a one size fits all approach (I6; I9). Even though ‘it’s always been actually quite clear

what needs to be done with the land’ (I1) and there are known interventions such as water

retention, soil revitalization and carbon sequestration, that to a certain extent are

homogeneous practices, at the root of the structure is a socio-ecological foundation (I1; I2;

I3: I4; I6; I9). As the dynamic implies, this relationship between the natives and their

landscape forms the pinnacle of the regeneration pathway (I6).

4.1.1. Shifting Community Sentiment

There are multiple reasons why communities can be initially hesitant to implement NbS.

Farmer practices and community products and services are inherently historical cultural

processes (I4; I5; I9). Attempting to discourage these by suggesting NbS methods can quickly

be perceived as intrusive (I4; I5; I7). One respondent illustrated there is caution required to

prevent the reproduction of historic extractive behaviours by ‘going out to marginalized

people and saying, hey, we’re going to include you.’ (I5). A similar sentiment of resistance is

additionally applicable to many communities that have seen diminishing returns and

increasing labour due to the neo-liberal developments that occurred over the past decades (I3)

In trying to uphold the pace of required production levels, incremental dept and soil

degradation is holding these farmers captive in a disadvantaged position (Herenboeren, not

published). Subsequently, macro shifts such as the Covid-19 pandemic, geo-political tensions

and environmental decay triggered global inflation, resulting in higher expenses and rising

uncertainty (I4). This accumulates to a scenario of scepticism with regard to unfamiliar

approaches that pose additional risks. However, these communities simultaneously

experience the deterioration of ecosystem services, uncertainty to the regular farmers and

their crops as well’ (I8), which potentially threatens their survival (I3; I6; I8). It is this

willingness for a more secure future that opens up a window of opportunity for NbS.
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4.1.2. Activation through inspirational Capital

As the second largest theme retrieved from the data, activating through inspirational capital is

widely mentioned to be of key influence in creating a collective vehicle for NbS. Derived

from Table 2, the second-order theme encaptures 44 quotes mentioned by 8 interviewees who

elaborated on its importance. Inspirational Capital captures the cultivation of hope and

purpose by shaping a common goal orientation for the landscape.

“By showing examples. By inspiring. And that inspiration leads to action. And then we are

there to support that” (Informant 6).

By supplying landscapes with successful case studies that underpin the financial viability and

the long-term sustainability of NbS, such as regenerative agriculture, an alternative pathway

is posed to their current routines of depletion. A list with examples is provided in Appendix

D. Besides showcasing these examples, introducing transitioning strategies such as a Theory

of Change enables these communities to envision an elaborate step-by-step process towards

improved livelihoods (I4; I5). One such programme mentioned is a ‘franchise system for

young local entrepreneurs opening their own canteen’ (I3). Findings indicate that when

community members witness such advantages personally, they are motivated to replicate such

initiatives (A1). Significant importance here is focussed on community empowerment. Going

further than engagement, when the fruits of their labour shall return to the natives, it is

mentioned that ownership develops a reinforcing cycle of ambition, initiative and agency that

can swiftly remodel community sentiment into the building blocks for cultivating bottom-up

socio-ecological regeneration (I6; A2). For example, ‘Habiba started with one, now

regenerative, farm and because of that example there are now 70 farmers who have learned

how’ (I6). Highlighting the momentum these illustrations can generate, activation through

inspirational capital is perceived as the enabler in shifting community sentiment.

4.1.3. Scaling constraint one: Transition uncertainties

The transition uncertainties depict the initial theme within the aggregate dimension scaling

constraints (Fig. 1.). In contrast to a solely encouraging narrative, transition uncertainties

obstruct the implementation of NbS for many willing communities. NbS are far from being
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commonly applied practices. Additionally, it is mentioned the majority of agricultural

enterprises are smallholders that have limited resources (I6; I8). The smallholders willing to

initiate a transition face the underdevelopment of investment channels and market

mechanisms (I1). Admittedly, parties that do provide funding predominantly support actors

with a larger production potential (I1; I7). This is for example the case for Informant 7 who

preferably cooperates with communities that have ‘an impact ambition for landscapes to be

up to a million hectares in size’, which supports the notion of discrepancy between the market

and the NbS initiative.

Furthermore, amongst the ongoing initiatives, few have reached a stage where their

novel operations can validate the promises of these methods, hence the continued uncertainty

(I1; I6; I9). However, a recent report published by BCG and WBCSD (2023), does indicate

increased profitability of up to 25% for regenerative agricultural practices (A3). This is

additionally supported by a case in the Netherlands where a farmer shifted from producing

low-value animal feed to regenerative crops, thereby increasing his profit margin seven times

(I6). In both these cases prices are considered to compete on the regular market without any

premium for differentiated production methods. Nevertheless, upfront investment and

anticipated downtime impose a heavy weight on transitioning (A4; A5). Therefore, many

communities are dependent on outside help to overcome these barriers. This is moment where

the actors in stage 2 get involved and can simultaneously be perceived as the starting point of

CSE.

Stage 2: Starting collaborative social entrepreneurship locally

In this second stage, the starting of CSE locally, an intermediary experimental platform is

created that mediates the exchange of knowledge and innovation between the involved

stakeholders in a single landscape. The facilitation of an iterative and experimental setting

closes the first cycle of scaling NbS. By providing access to the tools for overcoming initial

transition uncertainties, a positive feedback loop is initiated that will explained in this section.

The successful functioning of this initial cycle is both dependent on values for a collaborative

foundation that need to be nurtured, while supply-side role requirements capture the

provision of the required resources.

4.2.1 Inducing values for collaborative foundation
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Being the largest theme in the dataset, nurturing values for collaborative foundations appears

to both encompass the caution and potential of CSE for NbS. Values need to be implemented

to safeguard an equitable and inclusive participation of the local community and the

landscapes’ stakeholders (I4; I5; I7).

“Can we engage people in a way that feels really meaningful to them and is aligned with

their purpose and their interests but at the same time, emphasize that we have a collective

calling?” (Informant 5).

With awareness of skewed power dynamics, the prospect of being on the receiving end of

resources provided by unfamiliar entities is perceived as value-laden (I5, I7, I8; A6).

“It must be the people who live in those areas that must be owners. They need to understand

what they can do. They should be able to learn how their behaviour has an effect on the

ecosystem and then move towards that regenerative economy.” (Informant 6).

A failure to acknowledge this dynamic can compromise the shift towards bottom-up

regeneration by proliferating the unidimensional direction of aid (I5; I6).

To overcome this, it is repeatedly argued by the interviewees that

relationship-building through deep listening should precede any efforts to implement change

(I3; I4; I5; I9). The issues that are aimed to be resolved are complex and multiple different

truths are valid through each stakeholder’s perspective (I5; A6). Moreover, evidence supports

that indigenous and natives are more effective in the caretaking of their ecosystems than other

interventionists (I5; A6). Therefore, mutual trust and transparency must emerge as the

groundwork for collaboration as it increases the likelihood of successful collaboration (I1;

I9).

Lastly, a relative outlier within this theme is fostering regenerative stewardship. This

is posed by interviewees I6, I7 and I8 as a prerequisite for collaboration and is perceived to

produce significant cost reductions. Through regenerative stewardship it is expected that the

initial recipients of any form of support will direct their efforts to spread the non-excludable

share of these resources to their peers, both increasing the pace of the transition through the

activation of human capital while reducing the need for constant mediation and therefore the

costs. An example of this is found in Guatemala, where the area surrounding 160 villages is

currently undergoing a greening process. They are eliminating slash-and-burn agriculture and
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replacing it with agroforestry. No one else is needed for this task, the villagers and farmers

are doing it themselves (I6). Here, the process of scaling up NbS is accelerated by not

purposely keeping learnings for individual gain but by expanding through spillovers gained

from fostering values for a collaborative foundation. As a result, their demand for finance is

reduced as the spreading activation yields increased efficiency and economies of scale.

4.2.2. Supply-side role requirements

This step determines the instrumental and quantifiable exchange of goods and services. In

contrast to the values of a landscape which are standardized, supply-side role requirements

are determined dynamically to be adapted to the spatial and temporal scales of a landscape.

Spatial diversity requires the education on NbS to be tailored to its landscape-specific context

(I4; I6; I7). Therefore it is likely that a starting collective focuses on a single landscape or

specialized ecosystem (I1; I2; I3; I8; I9). An example is informant I7 which throughout its

emergence predominantly focuses on distributing knowledge for restoring peatlands. Besides

delivering adequate knowledge, this exchange additionally requires the need, role and skill

for facilitation, which is intensive on human resources (I3; I4; I6; A5; A7). This role was

clearly elaborated on: ‘we perceive ourselves as the party between the landscapes and the

larger systemic processes’ (I4), and ‘my learning there is that it needs facilitation, it’s not

working in itself’ (I3).

As landscapes develop over time, either a decreased dependability or subsequent need

for assistance can occur which is why this segment is dubbed dynamic. To illustrate, the

Altiplano experimental setting is relatively autonomously operating after an initial resource

infusion, even sharing its volunteers with neighbouring farms (I4). By contrast, a

drought-struck conflict area such as Jordan is dependent on the last remaining groundwater,

positioned at 2 km deep and estimated to last a maximum of 7 years (I6). Logically, such a

case is more dependent on continuous involvement.

This same dynamic dependability is extended to a landscape's financial requirements.

The actual availability and provision of funding remains remarkably limited in the industry

(A4; A5; A7; A8). This is due to high upfront costs, long lead times, small project size and

the risk they pose. However, bundling finance through a landscape approach is perceived as a

potential enabler as both the larger physical area and investment size are more attractive to

investors (A5). Nevertheless, even collaborating landscape partners rigidly attempt to limit

the financial aid they provide: ‘Before you know it, you are positioned in a
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funding-dependent relationship’ (I6). Instead, they insist on facilitating persistence and

entrepreneurialism as a service to increase the likelihood of successful experimentation.

4.2.3. Facilitating an iterative and Experimental setting

With the values and resources in place for collaboration, the facilitation of an iterative and

experimental setting serves as a platform where community initiatives intersect the offerings

of CSE initiatives. Among the participants, I2, I3, I4, I6; and I9 explicitly mentioned the

facilitation of this setting to be a preferred method for innovatively resolving challenges.

Names that were used to describe such a setting included ‘labs’, ‘roundtables’, ‘oases’, ‘hubs’

and ‘prototyping’. These spaces are not solely focused on inducing ecological improvements

to the landscape, yet also function as a platform for all involved stakeholders. Building forth

on the induced values for collaborations, there needs to be an emphasis on mapping and

inviting stakeholders to guide the pathway for innovation (I3; I4; I5; I7). On the power of the

roundtable, an informant mentioned it attracted ‘about 70 people from the village. Farmers,

customers, politicians’ and ‘by holding things in a democratic way’, ‘magic happens’ (I3).

Essentially, it is ‘about learning collectively from what is happening in a system’ (I2).

Additional examples of experiments are illustrated in Appendix E. However, the intent is best

summarized by the following:

“But just let it happen. In every local culture, in every local biome. There is perhaps another

way to achieve than one strict model. Ultimately, it is about ecological function. So that water

stays in the ground, that vegetation is there and biodiversity is increasing” (Informant 6).

As products, services, new knowledge or practices iteratively emerge, these developments

feed back into the Inspirational capital of the involved parties which in turn benefits the shift

in community sentiment. This empowerment increases the likelihood of wider participation,

defining the iterative process of the first cycle. Additionally, it is advised to let governance

emerge similarly rather than predetermine an ownership structure as ‘initiatives have a

tendency to become too quickly too formal’ (I2). As local experiments succeed they enable a

gateway to an eventual stage of autonomous value creation.

Nevertheless, Besides success, failure is also inherently connected to experimenting.

Especially when working with nature, outcomes remain unpredictable and deductions often

work better than inductive reasoning (I2). Apart from the contextual nature of landscapes,
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most prototyping is based on longitudinal timeframes and reiterations in the case of failure

(I2; I4; I6; I8; A8). This aspect predominantly explains the resource intensity and the current

absence of data-backed interventions. However, successful prototyping has been a proven

strategy to reduce replication time (A5). Suggesting that the potential outputs collectively

created in this setting improve the scalable prospects of NbS.

4.2.4 Scaling constraint two: Impediments to Growth

Again, the presented combinations of activities in stage two of the model project the

opportunities for NbS enabled through CSE. However, when the combination of inputs in a

starting CSE initiative fails to generate sufficient value, the initiative is unlikely to

independently reach the third stage. The reasons interviewees report include that: performed

investments in network participants were inefficient, difficulty existed in closing the value

proposition, and that the growth of a local collaborative network is constrained (I1; I3; I8;

I9). Logically, a starting collective is not likely to possess an abundance of resources. This

also applies to the number of beneficiaries that participate in the experimental setting (I1; I3).

When resources are spent in an ineffective manner, the viability of the whole is at risk and

trade-offs need to be made (I1; I5; I7). As illustrated by informant one: ‘the bet was that these

single companies along the value chain are strengthened by our investments, and then

become more profitable over time’ however, they concluded ‘it’s too slow’. For multiple

initiatives, this means choosing in which relationships to engage, and which ones to abandon

or loosen (I1; I3; I6). As a result, the growth potential of the local network is impeded.

“Because I think growth also has to be something about how many relationships can you

handle?” (Informant 3).

In overcoming these barriers, interviewees reported revisions of the value proposition as

necessary (I1; I3; I5; I8; I9). Predominantly, introducing selection criteria for filtering eligible

projects is strongly appointed as means for survival (I1; I6; I7). For example, after failure,

Informant 1 mentioned that ‘with our growing expertise, we actually know where gaps in the

value chain are in the region’, indicating a restructuring in operations. If these reinforcements

yield successful outputs, the creation of additional value supports a CSE initiative’s

autonomy. Alternatively, support from actors in stage three will be needed to pursue the

viability of an initiative.
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Stage 3: Maturing CSE at scale

The most important difference between the previous stages and maturing a CSE at scale is the

shift in the scope of operations. In stages one and two the scaling of NbS is thoroughly

interwoven with the objective of creating thriving socio-ecological dynamics for a single

landscape through CSE mechanisms. In the third stage, the maturation of CSE aims to

provide a backbone for scaling NbS in a variety of landscapes. Characterized by constant

evolution, the additional value created in the landscapes influences the organizational

structure by determining how the updated network can be leveraged as a strategy. After this

readjustment in strategic position, a modified set of resources flows back into the

experimental setting. Additionally in this stage, the development towards a sizeable network

infrastructure creates the potential to address hampering institutions by altering top-down

system dynamics.

4.3.1. Additional value created

Located at a critical position in the model, the additional value created supports both the

landscape where it emerged in becoming autonomous while simultaneously indirectly

enabling for example the replication of knowledge to other landscapes. Positive outcomes

such as products, services, and approaches directly flow back into the experimental setting.

As a result, an ecological improvement, a social benefit, or financial gain, increases the

momentum again in the first cycle. Informant 1 mentioned working on a value chain for

regenerative chickpeas. Having found a supplier for raw produce and local channels to

distribute, value-adding activities in pretreatment enabled regional opportunities for

upscaling. Similarly, the business case in Spain was strengthened as two successful

experiments, regenerative almonds and olive oil, lowered market barriers by merging their

efforts and becoming one supplier (I4). These examples underpin both the socio-ecological

and financial prosperity NbS can have through reinforcing stage one and two activities.

Additionally, the created added value is often transferable into knowledge modules or

innovative synergies that can be transferred and serve other landscapes (I3: I4; I6; I7; I9).

Informant 3 illustrated the development of a produce collection infrastructure for organic

farms in Nepali mountain villages. The farmers receive ‘a very good price for their product’,

while the food is transferred into meals for schools and hospitals. At current, 1600

smallholders are included in this synergy. Over time these synergies pose additional benefits
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through the creation of legitimacy and economies of scale (I1; I3), strengthening the

bankability of labs while lowering the barrier for replication (I1; I6; A2; A6).

4.3.2. Adjusting Organizational Structure.

When the model’s integrity is honoured and the added value created flows back into the

experimental setting, regenerative stewardship then guides the dispersion of development

amongst its fellows such that new ecosystems emerge. Following the principle of letting

governance iteratively consolidate, a maturing CSE structure should strive towards reduced

involvement in the region to allocate its resources toward incubating new projects by

replicating the previous stages (I3; I4; I6; I7). For example, one informant stated ‘we are only

stimulating them to spread out themselves’ (I4). By leveraging a network as a strategy, an

abstraction process in the role of the maturing CSE occurs. This abstraction is noticeable for

maturing initiatives that ‘we still look at what exactly our role is so that we can have more

impact in the landscapes without necessarily having to grow ourselves’ and ‘our role is above

all to bring together the important stakeholders’ (I4). At this stage, more reflections on one's

role were common: ‘We are a service provider for bringing parties and knowledge together',

who operate ‘close to the bottom’ while others collaborate on ‘governmental levels’ and with

‘the big players’ (I6). Respondents emphasize becoming a ‘network of networks’ (I3; I4), that

serves to provide the infrastructure for knowledge sharing and other resources between the

individual landscapes (I5; I6; I7; I9).

By developing more specialized partnerships, the network can incrementally be

leveraged to provide improved allocations based on the landscape's needs (I4; I6; I7). As a

result, there is a potential for savings in human and financial capital (I4; I6). This function

concludes the second cycle where the objective is to develop and progress an ecosystem of

specialised partnerships among the participating entities of the CSE (I4; I5; I6). As every

collective evolves differently, this multifacetedness in adopted responsibilities is further

illustrated by a range of examples found in Appendix F. Nevertheless, even in developing

ecosystems, the absence of landscape funding partners is a recurring element (A7).

4.3.4. Altering Top-down system dynamics

Prior to this section, the model served exclusively to describe the reinforcement of the two

established cycles that boost the cultivation of bottom-up regeneration. These cycles are
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positioned in the current paradigm and take into account the given conditions faced in the

process of collectively scaling NbS. However, as the CSE matures, incremental leverage is

gained by the intermediaries and with this traction comes an additional shift in their

responsibilities. The third cycle extends the objective of scaling NbS through CSE by

Altering Top-down System dynamics. This activity is described by Informant 2 as the process

of ‘bending one silo to another so that they both see their interests represented’. A

precondition here is the access to higher-level actors:

“We work with a few different networks. FAO has a finance practice and we have co-hosted

that for the last three years. And that gives us access to people that are both at the local level

on the ground, but also decision-makers, policymakers, etc.” (Informant 7).

Aiming to reduce the systemic barriers that uphold the status quo, the role of the ‘systemic

entrepreneur’ is adopted by the CSE initiative (I5). In this arena, a network of multi-scale and

multi-sector actors needs to be made aware of the impeding structures that hamper current

development (I2; I3; I4; I5; I8).

“As NbS are inherently multi-disciplinary, multi-sector, and inter-ministerial, and wider

stakeholder engagement processes are needed to build consensus and share information

across sectors. The development of a shared vision, action plans, and targets can help

strengthen acceptance of NbS as a way to meet objectives.” (A6, p. 21.).

By bringing together high-power entities from governmental, civil and market spheres and

emphasising illustrations of well-functioning transitioned landscapes, a negotiation space for

change is created (I1; I4; I6). The effects this could have on the total system are elaborated on

in stage four.

4.3.5. Scaling constraint three: Network Ambiguities

Similar to the previous stages, a maturing CSE is confronted with two interrelated barriers

that further obstruct the scaling trajectory of NbS. As mentioned by informants I1, I3 and I7,

a stand-alone network structure often lacks sufficient tangibility with regard to their

operations to secure adequate funding:
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“I was searching for money for three years to finance that on a global scale because I really

would love to bring that food network approach further. And it's super hard at the moment to

find financing to organize exactly that.” (Informant 3).

Networking CSE report that funding is predominantly granted to feasible cases. However, in

many cases, its feasibility is dependent on the infrastructure the CSE network provides. As

the CSE evolves and expands it becomes increasingly complex to cover the operational costs

of maintaining relationships with diverse stakeholders while coordinating activities (I2; I7).

This ambiguity discourages investors in their decision-making process. This is extended to

the second barrier, which is directly related to the absence of funding. Namely, the returns

received by the network are often insufficient to cover the expenses (I1; A7). In the quest to

maintain operational, ‘We are also having this internal question at the moment around where

is our limit to our support and services?’ (I7).

With the longitudinal timeframes necessary for NbS to come to fruition they pose a

risk to their own scaling prospects. Furthermore, through the continuous adaption of the

organizational structure, it remains challenging to eliminate isomorphic activities coherent

with stage two activities. The matured CSE networks that are better able to omit this barrier

report to rely on institutional or philanthropic funding sources (I4; I6; I7).

Stage 4: Advocating institutional change

Briefly elaborated on in the previous section, the last cycle is focused on inducing change to

the manifested institutions. In the model, two domains are considered to uphold disparities

that prevent landscapes from scaling up NbS more rapidly, consolidated power structures and

the market regime. Essentially, this cycle is concerned with addressing the absence of funding

available for the landscapes from the perspective of the provisioners. Utilizing the elaborate

structure of a maturing CSE, an alternative narrative can be demonstrated to expand the

knowledge of those in the position to nudge the system most effectively.

4.4.1. Influencing consolidated power structures

In their functioning, powerful entities on a national or global scale often contradict the

facilitation of NbS. In this section term consolidated power structures includes, but is not

limited to institutional investors, industry giants and governmental entities. These

stakeholders generally operate based on manifested beliefs and routines, which are

accompanied by organizational silos (I2; I5: A6; A1). For example, Informant 2 emphasizes
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the constant need to present ecosystem restoration methods to separate government officials

responsible for different environmental properties. However, this fragmented approach

overlooks the interconnectedness and cumulative impact of ecological restoration efforts.

This is further supported in the following quote:

“Although the design of NbS often recognises the importance of all of these elements, in

practice scaling up has been restricted by siloed policies and programs, a lack of sufficient

and long-term finance, inadequate technical capacity and a lack of confidence in their

economic, social, and environmental integrity” (A6, p. 22.).

For approaches as integrated as NbS, this fragmentation and latency pose significant

limitations in attempting to gain both legitimacy and funding.

A second inconsistency is an ongoing polarisation regarding environmental

interventions such as NbS. During a conference discussing the potential benefits of

regenerative agriculture, Informant 6 observed a sceptical conservative party in the

Netherlands causing disruptions. Their actions undermined the efforts aimed at promoting

sustainable practices. In contrast, when the director of a venture capital fund presented how

transitioning from animal feed to poly-culture crops resulted in a cost increase from 2000 to

23000 euros per hectare, but was accompanied by a substantial rise in revenue from 3000 to

30,000 euros, this logically generated significant interest. Although this subsequent interest

enables a window of opportunity, this default behaviour illustrates the deep-rooted beliefs

that currently hinder development.

However, despite the resistance and fragmentation, the potential exists for

collaboration and policy interventions that can align these influential entities with the

principles and benefits of NbS. It is estimated by the World Economic Forum (2020) that

nature-positive policies could attract more than US$10 trillion in new annual business value

and create 395 million jobs by 2030 (A4). Such policies could resemble the approach the

Guatemalan government is taking, mandating social entities, such as schools and hospitals, to

procure goods from 8500 smallholder farmers (I3). As the business cases on the viability of

NbS projects accumulate, increased interaction with actors positioned at other levels is

required to emphasize the viability of bottom-up operationalization.

4.4.2. Addressing the market regime
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Similar default scepticism is present in the market structure and poses impediments to the

funding for NbS. As earlier mentioned, the dominant logic in the market holds preferable

attitudes toward large-scale projects. According to their perception, the commons orientation

conflicts with solving problems at scale (I3). Currently, less than 10% of the funding granted

to climate solutions is oriented toward local development (A6). The actual fraction of that

invested in initiatives that are led by local communities is insignificant. Besides the small

project size, investors mention the absence of monitoring and evaluation, high upfront costs,

and long lead times as impediments to their decision (A5; A2). These funders advocate a

traditional standpoint on (social) entrepreneurship focusing on a single organization that

needs to be responsible for the largest proportion of change possible (I5; I7). Along that

pathway intellectual property is chased and the allocation of expertise determines the projects

that get scaled up. In this industry, that places an overdependence on expertise (I6; I7), which

is accompanied by an overdependence on the SE as an intermediary necessary for growth.

“The point is, if we still want to save the earth in time. Then we have to turn away from that

group of experts. Because there are too few of them.” (Informant 6).

Taking into account the often resource-deprived position of beneficiaries, expertise cannot be

too technical or resource-intensive in order for it to be correctly integrated (I6; I7). These

conflicting perspectives between financiers and NbS appear difficult to align. However,

throughout this chapter, the scalability and transferability of well-designed bottom-up

socio-ecological regeneration processes such as 1600 smallholders in Nepal (I3) and 160

villages in Guatemala (I6) display the alternative scenarios possible. By amplifying these

business cases there is a prominent role for maturing CSE initiatives to function as an

intermediary in advocating and enabling access to transitional finance in order to improve the

scaling prospects of NbS.

To sum up this extensive chapter, scaling NbS through CSE is comprised of three cycles in

which the CSE initiative functions as an intermediary for inducing change both to the

beneficiaries and to those in positions of power. The development of NbS originates in stage

one and follows a trajectory towards becoming an established industry in stage four (Fig. 2).

Ultimately, the goal for the CSE structure is to become an ecosystem of specializing

partnerships positioned across stages so that collaborations enable the NbS to overcome its

stage dependent scaling barriers. Essentially, all cycles are concerned with reinforcing the

cultivation of bottom-up socio-ecological regeneration in order to support communities in
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becoming autonomously organized landscapes. In this pursuit, the framework can serve both

as a tool to position ecosystem participants and evaluate their activities, while additionally

providing insights into which collaborations need to be strengthened.

An additional layer of abstraction is presented in Figure 3 to emphasize this. Essentially, the

function of CSE is similar towards both ends of the system. However, their respective

approaches follow contrasting directions. For the bottom half the

emphasis lies on beliefs that need to be nourished in the

landscapes so that routines get implemented which increase their

autonomy and therefore their power. By contrast, mechanisms of

power can be influenced by elaborating on illustrative routines that

alter their beliefs on the feasibility of NbS.

Both sides engage in the processes of unlearning and

learning. The unlearning reconsiders what previously was

assumed to be true, while learning through the meso-level

intermediary can narrow the gap between the micro and the macro

levels. Finally, the process of knowledge-sharing is posed as one

of the most significant findings. Because of the chosen data

structure and the presence of knowledge-sharing in every cycle of

the model, the topic was not labelled as a theme separately.

Nevertheless, eight of the participants mentioned its utility, while

additionally, it appeared in all of the secondary reports.

Fig. 3. The functioning of CSE.

Inspired by Mumford, (2002).
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5. Discussion

The aim of this thesis was to pursue the influence of Collective Social Entrepreneurship on

scaling Nature-based Solutions. Special attention was directed towards the mechanisms

present at the collective level and the incorporation of larger planning processes for NbS.

The findings suggest that the collective scaling of NbS represents a vehicle that is dependent

on collaboration at four hierarchical levels where the initial stage, the cultivation of

bottom-up socio-ecological regeneration, can be continuously reinforced if the overarching

mechanisms in the higher levels can suffice in adapting to their stage dependent

responsibilities. Opposed to scaling individually, a hierarchy transcending CSE structure can

aid in providing the means necessary to alleviate barriers which otherwise limit the NbS’s

growth potential. However, as this vehicle is poised with resource constraints throughout

each level of development, the viability of the CSE cannot be guaranteed and requires

continuous optimization that in itself is posed with impediments. The section below will

debate some of the most significant insights.

5.1.1 Avoiding business as usual through inadequate NbS implementation

Without collective mechanisms that foster institutional reform, the socio-ecological

regeneration of the landscapes and their participants is at stake as their inaccessibility to

funding remains predominantly dependent on investment size. As a consequence, there is a

danger of the proliferation of the current scenario of ‘business as usual’ accompanied by the

risk of exploitative behaviours (Melanidis et al., 2022). With the majority of NbS initiatives

being labelled as ‘small-scale’, preferential treatment of large-scale projects is likely to result

in band-aid solutions that omit the intertwined socio-ecological structure at the roots of global

landscapes. Due to the perceived profitability of landscape restoration after a longitudinal

transitional trajectory, solely collaborating with larger partners equals a limited redistribution

of the returns. The subsequent investments would then follow a similar logic which

ultimately poses the risk of generating merely a few established regenerative industries.

Although this scenario likely entails the rapid scaling of ecologically improved practises

globally, the author argues that following this scaling pathway entails counterproductive

outcomes with regard to maximizing social value as this would merely entail an extension of

the neoliberal paradigm.
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Continuing this logic, small-holders that eventually would qualify for investment due

to the rising threat in food security receive unidimensionally and top-down designed

interventions focussing mainly on scaling natural properties that disregard the contextual and

empowering aspects of NbS. A subsequent centralized structure for logistics and

infrastructure reduces the potential for local autonomy and ownership that could otherwise

emerge. Instead, such an approach presumably prolongs the attitudes regarding captivity at

the bottom of the pyramid. As a result, the designed model in this study is aborted and

systems change would follow a gradual process based on physical events. Following the logic

provided by Meadows (1999) on places to intervene when maximizing social impact, this

scenario qualifies as least effective. However, some moderation needs to be placed on the

validity of the above assumptions as large industrials do in fact report on improved livelihood

roadmaps and smallholder inclusion (Sjauw-Koen-Fa et al., 2016). Although, questions are

posed by the authors regarding both the integrity of their social and ecological soundness.

A second extreme scenario illustrates an even more dystopic outcome. The data

implies that the typical properties of an institutional void were present in the landscapes. The

sector is characterised by hampered market development and impeded market participation

(Mair & Marti, 2009). If this gap remains unaddressed, the initial profitability for large-scale

early adopters increases the barriers to market participation. Smallholders are then again

outcompeted and unable to attract new finance. Risking similar food security constraints as in

the above argument, their only option is to continue depleting their lands with traditional

chemical pesticides and nitrogen supplements. As the majority of global farms are labelled

smallholder, the opposite of systems change occurs and a lock-in on ecological degradation

would impact the world's ecological and societal well-being. Therefore, there is a necessity to

connect smallholders to markets by implementing NbS at the landscape level. In parallel to

the literature provided by Marhdon et al. (2010), the findings suggest this connection is

dependent on the interplay of political, social, economic, and cultural factors. In extension,

scaling up then becomes the result of intentionally pursuing disruptions of manifested

routines, beliefs, and power (Mumford, 2002).

5.1.2 Unlocking the Potential of Collective Social Entrepreneurship for Scaling

Nature-based Solutions

When active CSE engagement is tailored to the landscape level, this study implies

there is a potential for far-reaching effects resulting in an upward spiral that indeed pursues
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the maximization of social value. By inducing bottom-up behavioural change by illustrating

the viability of an autonomous business case for NbS, core beliefs are altered and actors can

be inspired, incentivized and mobilized to adopt novel routines. As the beneficiaries start

reaping the fruits of their labour and empowerment allows them to harvest personal rewards,

an enhanced status quo is poised to trigger insights into the interconnectedness between their

relationship with the landscape and aspects like risk reduction and well-being. This

realization is amplified by the restoration of various ecosystem services such as food, water

retention, and cooling. The continuation of such behaviour is supported by the numerous

examples of regenerative stewardship where little interference from intermediaries is

eventually required. Essentially, the data substantiates the notion that correctly designed NbS

interventions can foster socio-ecological well-being as a result of humanly-induced behaviour

(Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019). The depicted upward spiral in this scenario relates to a

substantially more effective place to intervene in a system as the understanding of positive

feedback loops potentially enables a shift in mindset that can alter the current paradigm

(Meadows, 1999). However, faced with significant transitional difficulties these challenges

necessitate a CSE approach to provide fundamental support.

Corresponding to the literature, the various methodologies applied significantly align

with the typologies of Alvord et al. (2004). The CSE vehicle for NbS implementation

followed the processes of building local capacity, disseminating a package of innovations,

and building a movement. One apparent distinction in this study is that dissemination of an

innovation package is strongly coupled with building local capacity as the experimental

setting provided the platform through which value creation resulted from the beneficiaries

themselves.

Extending on these innovations, because of the novelty and potential disruptiveness of

the NbS field, successful collaborations and their additional value derived from the

experimental setting pose the possibility for radical outcomes. Opposed to individual SE, the

evidence suggests that CSE provided opportunities to better address social problems

additionally in a more scalable way. As a result, the distance to the market can be bridged

through an improved NbS supply that ignites a ripple effect on both the demand side and

investment opportunities. Exemplary is the maturation of the Altiplano landscape that,

through adequate support, has led to the emergence of local value chains. Therefore, it is

argued that with attention to the larger planning processes, such as regional blueprints, the

finance gap could be mitigated as investment size increases, risk-reduction is facilitated

through bundling credit in bulk, and the spatial aspect is likely to strengthen quality and
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efficiency. A critical argument can be made here on the increased spatial risk in the case of a

disaster. However, this reasoning is negligible as a singular investment in a large-scale

endeavour would be susceptible to the exact same risk. Therefore, the influence of CSE on

the scaling of NbS appears to be highly relevant.

5.1.3 Viability Challenges for Collective Social Entrepreneurship in NbS Scaling

By contrast, the successful implementation and scaling of NbS cannot be guaranteed through

larger regional planning processes and finance in bulk. A large part of the responsibility

resides in the quality and capability of the CSE that in itself is faced with plenty of

impediments endangering its viability. In essence, the collective level continues to be made

up of a constellation of individual actors. The dependency on trading resources in a

specialised ecosystem does pose a vulnerability to the CSE. The maintenance of relationships

is resource intensive and accompanied by decisions on which particular functions to fulfil and

which not. Foremost, due to the urgency and scale at which NbS needs to be deployed there

cannot be an over-dependability on expertise. Extreme cases aside, common knowledge

sharing on relatively simple ecological principles captures the main activity and needs to be

as accessible as possible. This results in both a high chance of isomorphism and low

proprietary and competitive properties. Although this accessibility contributes to the

maximization of social value, the hybrid nature of CSE participants additionally stipulates a

dependency on financial returns.

A final duality emerges as on the one hand such diversity and redundancy in available

knowledge ressonates with the contextual dynamics of starting a local and decentralized

landscape approach empowered by just and equitable values. On the other hand, maintaining

a multitude of dispersed learning channels produces an inefficient and costly industry

burdened with a constant reinvention of the wheel. With the goal of scaling, whether to a

different location or through the region following spillovers, some standardization needs to

occur that aligns with the replicability, adaptability and transferability strategies of Weber et

al., (2012). Similar to organizational theory, maturation is followed by a certain rigidity and

formalization (Scott & Bruce, 1987). However, additional caution is required to omit the

maximization of efficiency, risking to become an industry giant that loses contextuality.

Therefore, it is essential that CSE focuses on value creation at the bottom so that its

efficiency is derived from autonomous networks of networks.
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Finally, it appears CSEs solely comprised of hybrid organizations might face

difficulties in advocating institutional change. Although potentially this pursuit yields the

further lowering of barriers with regards to implementing and scaling NbS, from a point of

economic viability confrontations with power are resource intensive. Besides, the interplay

with actors outside the SE realm requires a whole new set of adaptive capabilities. Therefore,

it remains unlikely that CSE alone provides a silver bullet for scaling NbS. However, it is

strongly argued in this study that CSE has the potential to occupy a genuinely valuable

position in changing the rules, structure and goals of the system (Meadows, 1999).

Ultimately, those are the changing dynamics required to radically improve socio-ecological

value creation.

5.2 Theoretical contributions

To the furthest of the authors' knowledge, the present study is the first attempt to analyze the

influence of CSE on NbS. As the extant literature on NbS dictates a principal role for human

processes in its facilitation, as well as an openness to integrated approaches (Cohen-Shacham

et al., 2019), adopting a CSE perspective provided rich insights that aid in the advancement

of our knowledge of the operationalisation of NbS. Firstly, the findings demonstrated how

leveraging the experimental setting as the centre of attention is suggested to create an upward

NbS spiral. This effect is attributed to the activation of the communities at the grassroots. As

shown by the findings and supported by the literature, NbS implementation is often

obstructed by conflicting institutional, cultural or socio-economic factors (Nalau et al., 2018;

Seddon, 2022). By focusing on the equitable and inclusive facilitation of this experimental

setting, the dominant unidimensional direction of finance and governance is contested.

To elaborate, the findings imply that when power is concentrated at the bottom, social

mechanisms such as regenerative stewardship and inspirational capital pose widespread

activating capacities. These implications are critically positioned within the addressed gap as

they are argued to indirectly reduce the need for finance through the mobilization of

landscape participants. This latter part in itself contributes to the operationalization of NbS.

While previously established that solely top-down approaches are likely to lack salience

(Cash et al., 2006; Chatterjee et al., 2022), predominantly through the exclusion of locals’

knowledge and voice in decision-making processes (McQuaid et al., 2021; (6 in Seddon), the

insights in this study resonate with the literature through reasoning from the opposite

direction. Although the NbS phenomenon is already considered a relatively bottom-up
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movement (Seddon, Cohen), the presented findings and subsequent model accommodate the

‘how’ question through the displayed dynamics.

Additionally, it is debated why this appears to be an effective pathway. On the one

hand, this empowerment provides farmers, which were historically held captive to a certain

extent, with novel perspectives on future development. On the other hand, personally

experiencing that these novel approaches have the potential to improve socio-ecological

welfare reduces the scepticism that naturally occurs when it is suggested to abandon

long-established cultural processes. In effect, this created openness to change could yield

further advantages in an increasingly more challenging environment. There are early

advocates reasoning that the implementation of NbS can lead to further spillovers in

sustainable behaviour (Cárdenas et al., 2021). A similar notion is made in this research.

Finally, it is presumed the experimental setting contributes to alleviating the presented

structural barriers. Previous scholars addressed the absence of adequate measuring tools and

metrics and the associated uncertainty risks that impede finance for NbS (McQuid;Cohen;

Raymond). Additionally, in the adjacent field of climate risk reduction, it is argued that

land-scape-level experimentation can contribute to the quantification of ecological

improvement (Anderegg et al., 2020). The findings in this study suggest a similar stance,

however, they are made less concrete. Yet multiple examples show how successful

experimentation in one place of the CSE network contributes to the overall knowledge and

skill of other participating practitioners. Although this study does not include the

quantifications necessary to make concrete assumptions, the findings imply that as

experimentations evolve in aggregate and best practices are adopted and shared, the overall

quality of the industry improves. As a result, the presented barriers can be lowered.

Thus far, the complete section of the contributions above draws on the collective

dynamic of NbS implementation. It is suggested that the operationalization of NbS in this

study is mediated by the experimental setting and its trickle-down effects on behavioural

change while improving its financing prospects. This clearly stipulates the need for collective

processes as a driver in narrowing the finance and operationalization gaps for NbS.

The primary discrepancy highlighted in the CSE literature revolves around

determining whether the advantages of transitioning beyond the individual level outweigh the

accompanying complexity (Montgomery et al., 2012). Considering the challenges of building

strong networks in places with few resources (Sharir & Lerner, 2006; Phillips et al., 2015),

three key instances emerged as scaling barriers. These barriers either meant that the current

CSE methods required adjustments or that it was necessary to collaborate with more partners
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beyond its current scope. Although this difficulty is persistent throughout the evolutionary

stages, it does imply these complexities can be overcome. Suggesting that, at least in the case

of NbS, the benefits appear to outweigh the complexities.

Referring back to the CSE principles of sharing skill, knowledge and finance for the

creation of legitimacy (Spear, 2019), one could debate whether this is in fact a driver active

on the individual level in the quest to survival instead of an acknowledgement that the

complexity requires an holistic an integrated approach. However, following the data in this

study these objectives are not mutually exclusive and can be pursued alongside each other.

Much like how biodiversity is made up of interacting systems where one’s conditions for

survival progress the viability of the whole, one could compare this to the infancy of the NbS

industry and its pathway to an ecosystem of partnerships. Nevertheless, the sustained

duplicity in operational activity strengthens the existing tension between collaboration and

competition (Seanor & Meaton, 2008). Resources are few and pursued by many. Trade-offs in

for example project size are admittedly chosen for, while the general consensus is that

small-holders require preferential treatment. This tension remains unresolved. Moreover, if

the participants of a CSE with knowledge on the importance of small-holder inclusion

regardless choose for larger opportunities, new questions emerge regarding the capabilities of

CSE as a vehicle for the maximization of social value.

Another discrepancy emerges as the facilitation of the experimental setting is

essentially dependent on intervention from entities that exert a top-down influence. Namely,

beneficiaries receive knowledge, skill and funding to enable a scenario they would otherwise

have much more difficulty with to achieve. Moreover, for NbS to become a scalable practice

capable of improving well-being and biodiversity, its adoption must be supported by

policymakers as well (Cohen-Shacham et al., 2019). This slightly contests the above notion

on the bottom-up functioning of the phenomenon. Perceivingly, the domain of policymaking

is beyond the scope of CSE. However, the CSE mechanism is argued to be capable of

achieving traction. Therefore additionally this study contributes to exploring the limits of

CSE.

When boiled down to its core, CSE is a constellation of social entrepreneurial actors

pursuing efforts to overcome market barriers for a certain social cause (Montgomery et al.,

2012; Spear, 2019). However, as displayed in the present study by the figure derived from

Mumford et al., (2002), this additionally requires alterations in power which are held by

governmental and financial institutions. These operate outside the disciplinary scope of SE.

Following this logic, a gap emerges between the intent of CSE and its capabilities. However,
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these institutional entities are not per definition excluded from operating within the SE

domain. Besides, these assumptions are based on outcomes within this particular context.

Nevertheless, the author remains careful with making attributions and advises applying

additional integrated approaches such as assessing the proportionality of CSE in cross-sector

partnerships.

5.3 Practical implications

Resulting from the original inquiry by the BWL initiative, the actionable content of this study

pertains to the scaling of NbS while CSE served as a potential strategy in achieving this. This

section is particularly relevant to actors in the NbS industry that identify with positions in

stage two or above in the model (Fig. 2). With specific attention directed to the BWL

initiative. First and foremost practitioners are requested to re-evaluate the nature of their

current relationship with landscape beneficiaries. Although potentially difficult to assess from

a one-sided perspective, thoroughly consider how the ‘nurturing values for a collaborative

foundation’ are represented in current partnerships or can be embedded in future ones. The

logic that resonates from meeting this criterion is that it fosters traits such as agency,

autonomy, and entrepreneurship, indirectly reducing dependence on the relationship and

resources. Especially inducing regenerative stewardship is perceived to unburden a

landscape’s resource requirement as the intrinsic drive to catalyze their region's work is

reinforced.

Secondly, it is advised to pursue improvement in collaborations within and beyond

the partnership ecosystem. Currently, the industry is troubled by isomorphism where

collaborating partners with supplementary capabilities fulfill similar needs. Most of the

network participants that are not supported by institutional funding or grants are unsuccessful

in securing funds for operational expenses. In that case, reduce ambiguity by tailoring one's

services to specific landscape projects with presentable outcomes. Notwithstanding, the

access to funding will remain problematic, however, the NbS examples that are currently

deemed successful illustrate the accumulation of value-adding activities towards economies

of scale because of their spatial rootedness.

Finally, in extension to point two, it is strongly recommended to design larger NbS

processes and subsequently pursue funding for bulk packages. Summarized in the discussion

section, doing so satisfies the majority of selection criteria that prevent decision-makers from

investing at present. The direct outcomes entail increased returns, reduced risk, and an
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increase in quality and efficiency. Moreover, not only do larger project sizes equal increased

impact at scale but every successful undertaking in this direction systemically alters the

current regime that obstructs the wide-scale adoption of NbS as a mitigator to the world's

grand challenges.

5.4 Limitations and future research

Aside from the structural limitations addressed in the methodology section, there are

additional limitations that need to be acknowledged. Initially, although the sample

exclusively consisted of European-based NbS initiatives, a substantial part of the empirical

data referred to examples outside this setting. As a result, the highly contextualized data

stretches local, national, European and global dynamics. With this thesis repeatedly

highlighting the unique nature of spatial settings, difficulty emerges with regard to presenting

a robust theory on the scaling of NbS and the influence of CSE. Perceiving it as the most

trustworthy alternative, the same method that minimizes the risk of availability bias was

followed. Hence, the author intended to validate the presented findings by providing

relatively similar phenomena.

Secondly, the data encompasses a wide variety of levels of analysis including the

community-, landscape- and collective-level. Building forth on the researcher’s inexperienced

background and limited resources, an argument can be made on the potential lack of clarity.

However, it is the author's conception that the provided model and adjacent explanation

illustrated both the value of such a broad selection as well as the capacity to structure the data

accordingly. Nevertheless, the broad analytical scope does increase exposure to the

possibility of unsaturated data. More specifically, saturation was not achieved for data on the

financial dynamics and institutional arena. Although these properties were not the focal

domains of the study design, both subjects cannot be omitted based on the findings. Therefore

it is encouraged to include proper measures for these attributes in future research.

The final limitation concerns the novelty of both the NbS and CSE domains. The

research could have benefitted from including a more anchored strand of literature such as

cross-sector partnerships. Although eventually actors of multiple sectors were represented in

the model, the most important interactions appeared to occur in the SE domain, which

justifies the taken approach.

On the other side, by studying novel domains, this exploratory endeavour provides

ample direction for future research. Initially, efforts could be made to generalize the findings
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to a wider public. For example by conducting either a longitudinal study or by taking multiple

samples from various landscapes and evaluating the outcomes based on comparative analysis

methods. Besides, in the pursuit of a better understanding of the effectiveness of inspirational

capital, scientists could examine whether there is a correlation with the absence of

quantitative evidence or if inspirational capital has independent mobilizing capacities. For

example, an experiment could be designed in which a treatment group with access to

numerical data is tested against a control group. Furthermore, combining the focus on

mobilizing capabilities with the, in this study, underserved institutional arena, could

additionally pose promising insights. In affiliation with the top-down and bottom-up dynamic

in institutional voids, a better comprehension of mobilizing capabilities at the top is likely to

benefit the maximisation of social value. The outcome of such research could then be

implemented to strengthen the current model from this study.

Finally, intrigued by the hierarchical dynamics, other avenues could include a central

focus on increasing the power at the bottom of the pyramid. A myriad of related topics at

varying points of crystallization could be drawn from this pursuit. In association with the SE

and NbS domains, interesting topics to include are ecological stewardship, social innovation

and systemic entrepreneurship. The relevance of the former is already substantially discussed.

However, including alternative forms of SE with specific systemic antecedents could lead to

accumulated wisdom outside the scope of CSE which is deemed necessary to improve the

scaling of NbS.

6. Conclusion

Bringing together two dispersed fields that both encounter debates regarding their

independent feasibility, the present study examined the potential of CSE as a scaling strategy

for NbS. The findings provide insights into how the collective organization of social

entrepreneurial actors, which are positioned hierarchically around the implementation and

scaling of NbS, can collectively effectuate support mechanisms that foster social value

maximization by reinforcing the interrelationships at the landscape level. Opposing the

scenario of inaction and substantiating the widely stated promises of Nature-based Solutions

as mediating factors in environmental risk reductions, a CSE model was designed to theorize

on the proposed research question. The conducted interviews with key informants led to the

identification of four growth stages and are substantiated by additional data from industry

reports. To a certain extent, it appears SE intermediaries, when jointly organizing, can
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actively induce change in the beliefs, routines and power structures that the NbS industry is

concerned with. Both from a top-down and bottom-up perspective. Continuous adaption

remains necessary for all actors to structurally improve market connection and creation for

the landscapes, while critical evaluations of one's operations should reduce the industry’s

isomorphism. Ultimately, when a collective effort is directed to larger NbS design processes,

it is argued that institutional reform can be set in motion by bending the supply towards

investor demand. Future research should seek to generalize the model and its components as

well as delve deeper into the mobilizing capacities at the top and bottom. Although certainly

no panacea, the transformative potential of collective social entrepreneurship. Just as

uncertain as the future, so is the future of NbS. Although certainly no panacea, the

transformative potential of collective social entrepreneurship is seen as a valuable

contribution in finally enabling its long-anticipated implementation.
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8. Appendices

Appendix A- research endeavours fellow BWL project students

Daniel Gunther’s research aims to compare the institutional logics of financial institutions and Nature-based

Enterprises (NbE; enterprises which’s core activities are NbS) in the NbS-sector to better understand the

sector’s investment gap. Institutional logics’ basic premise is that individuals and organizations are embedded

in one or multiple institutional logics which govern “both what is valued and how things are valued” and the

subsequent behaviour. For example, how ‘nature’, 'social innovation' and 'systems change' is valued. Different

institutional logics can interact with each other in multiple ways: they can co-exist, or rival or complement

each other. Understanding institutional logics at play and how they relate to each other can help to deploy

better-targeted strategies for effective collaboration among practitioners – be it Nature-based Enterprises,

investors, or policy makers. (copy approved)

RQ: How can Institutional Logics explain the investment gap in Nature-based Solutions?

Johanna Gartner’s research is investigating how impact measurement of NbS by socio-environmental

entrepreneurs can reduce the institutional complexity to improve the access to financial capital. At the core,

SEs focus on social and environmental return while investment companies prioritise financial returns. In order

to overcome this challenge, scholars noted that SEs who perform impact measurements are more likely to

secure capital investments. The challenge is that there is no professional standard for SEs and financial

institutions to adhere to. (copy approved)

RQ: How can impact measurement of NbS by social-entreprenuers reduce the institutional complexity to

improve access to financial investment?

Seppe Maes’ research is aiming to analyse what elements from various business model frameworks are

important for NbE’s, funders and private investors in the communication between funder/investor and

grantee/investee. The assumption is that the investment gap in NbS and social innovations can be (partially)

explained by the difference in focus on certain elements of the business model between funder/investors and

grantees/investees and the information that they actually need. By researching what elements of business

models the different parties focus on, the aim is to find a BM framework that is best at capturing all those

aspects together and that can, therefore, facilitate easy communication and serve as tool between investor,

weaver and social entrepreneur. (copy approved)

RQ: How can the increasing complexity of ‘True’ sustainable business models be communicated by using

business model meta-models?
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Thom Sabel’s research is analysing how Dutch social enterprises working on landscape restoration, protection

and regeneration manage their financing strategies through the various stages of their lifecycle. The aim is to

discover how their businessmodels and external financing are linked, to enhance SE’s understanding of

different types of social financing and increase their access to financial resources. (copy approved)

RQ: How can Dutch Social Enterprises manage their financing strategies through various stages of their

lifecycle to enhance access to financial resources?

Johannes Ortenburg’s research aims to analyse which business model elements of multi-stakeholder

landscape restoration projects are conducive to scaling and how these can be leveraged to increase the

impacts of the projects. This will be investigated by conducting a multiple case study that allows to compare

different business models of a range of various projects across different landscapes and contexts. The aim is to

conclude on crucial business model elements that are conducive to scaling environmental, social, and financial

impacts, and specific processes and strategies that the social entrepreneurs in the BWL pursue to scale the

impacts of their projects.(copy approved)

RQ: How can multi-stakeholder partnerships for landscape restoration leverage the business model elements

of their projects to scale the environmental, social, and financial impacts?

Appendix B- BWL Systemic Innovation portfolio
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Appendix C- Interview protocol

1
Could you introduce me to your company by briefly summarizing the creation till where it stands
today?

2 What furhther Systemic change do you want to pursue with this company?

2.1 > With that goal in mind, how would you define scaling?

3
What role do multistakeholder collaborations play in achieving this? (supplychains, governemnts,
scientists, stakeholders, stichtingen/ NGO)

3.1 > Do you perceive there are obstacles in the industry hindering such collaborations?

4 Are there sometimes confrontations with manifested power stuctures? such as industry or politics?

4.1 > (If yes) Which did you experience?

5 How are local communities embedded in the network?

6
Do you experience community building in western society as something instrumental or something
intrinsicly driven?

7 Can you come up with an example in where synergies were created in the value chain?

8 How do you deal with resistence among stakeholders?

9 What better opportunities do network participants enjoy?

10 Does participation in the network also pose limitations?

11 What obstacles are the limiting the widespread adoption of these structures on a larger level?

12 How does the complexity of managing the network structure weigh against its added value?
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Appendix D- Table with examples on inspirational capital
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Appendix E - Table with examples on iterative and experimental setting
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Appendix F - Table with examples on adjusting organizational structure
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